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Spatial filtering using media with indefinite permittivity
and permeability tensors
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Bilayers of media for which the permittivity and permeability tensors are indefinite—that is, not all
principle elements possess the same sign—can be used to construct low-, high-, and bandpass spatial
filters. These filters possess sharp adjustable roll-offs, and can operate both below and above
free-space cutoff to select specific spatial variation components or beam angles from a source or
image. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1562344#
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Recently, there has been much discussion of propo
and implemented media with negative permittivity a
permeability.1–4 Media with negative electromagnetic pro
erties have not been found in violation of any fundamen
physical principles,1,5,6 and implementations have been ve
fied both experimentally and with simulation.7–10 In this let-
ter, we outline a potentially useful application of these m
dia, spatial filtering.

Electromagnetic spatial filters have seen many appl
tions in the broad categories ofimage enhancementand in-
formation processing, particularly, but not exclusively, in the
optical spectrum. These include spatial spectrum analy
matched filtering, radar data processing, aerial imaging,
dustrial quality control, and biomedical applications.11,12 A
simple, traditional spatial filtering arrangement is shown
Fig. 1~a!. Occlusions, Fig. 1~c!, placed in the center of the
Fourier plane, implement various filter types. A functiona
equivalent device can be constructed using appropriate
dia with negative material properties, Fig. 1~b!. The latter has
two advantages. First, the spatial filter band edge can
placed beyond the free-space cutoff, i.e., processing of n
field components is possible. The traditional setup can o
transmit components that propagate in the medium that
rounds the optical elements. Second, the device is inhere
compact. In many cases the device can consist of a bilaye
media that is only a few wavelengths thick. The tradition
set up is, typically, at least four focal lengths long, and
focal length is much greater than a wavelength.

While low-pass spatial filters may be implemented w
layers of isotropic media, high-pass filters require anisotro
Specifically, we need media that have permittivity and p
meability tensors that are indefinite—not all of their pri
ciple components have the same sign.13–16 We refer to such
media in general asindefinite mediaand the particular sub
class of media that has a dispersion relation that implem
high-pass filtering asanticutoff.

Single layers of isotropic media with a cutoff differe
from that of free space as well as allanticutoff media have
poor impedance matching to free space. This means
most incident power is reflected and a useful transmiss
filter can not be implemented. This situation is mitigated
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forming a compensatingbilayer. The material properties o
one layer can be chosen to be the negative of the other la
If the layer thicknesses are also equal to each other, the
sulting bilayer then matches to free space and has a tr
mission coefficient that is unity in the pass band of the me
itself.17

To see how to construct media with desired spatial p
bands, we begin by assuming a material whose anisotr
permittivity and permeability tensors are simultaneously
agonalizable, having the form

FIG. 1. Traditional~a! and proposed~b! spatial filter configurations. The
devices are shown operating as high-pass filters, i.e., edge detectors
posed setup~b! is a compensatingbilayer shown with representative inci
dent, reflected, and transmitted wave vectors. In the traditional config
tion, occlusions,~c!, are used to implement low-, high-, and bandpass spa
filters. This functionality is avaialble with both configurations.
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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«5S «x 0 0

0 «y 0

0 0 «z

D , m5S mx 0 0

0 my 0

0 0 mz

D . ~1!

We will consider layered media with surfaces normal to o
of the principle axes, which we define to be thez axis. We
demonstrate our analysis using a plane wave with the ele
field polarized along they axis, though it is generally pos
sible to construct media that are polarization independen
exhibit different classes of behavior for different polariz
tions:

E5 ŷei (kxx1kzz2vt). ~2!

Plane-wave solutions to Maxwell’s equations with this pol
ization haveky50 and satisfy

kz
25«ymxk0

22
mx

mz
kx

2 , ~3!

wherek05v/c and the material parameters are relative
free space. Since we have nox or y oriented boundaries o
interfaces, nonoscillatory solutions, which result in field
vergence when unbounded, are not allowed in those di
tions. Thus,kx is restricted to be real. Also, sincekx repre-
sents a variation transverse to the surfaces of our lay
media, it is conserved across the layers, and naturally p
metrizes the solutions.

In the absence of losses, the sign ofkz
2 can be used to

distinguish the nature of the plane-wave solutions.kz
2.0

corresponds to real valuedkz and propagating solutions.kz
2

,0 corresponds to imaginarykz and exponentially growing
or decaying~evanescent! solutions. When«ymz.0, there
will be a value ofkx for which kz

250. This value, which we
denotekc , is the cutoff wave vector separating propagati
from evanescent solutions. From Eq.~3! this value iskc

5k0A«ymz. For spatial filtering we will use the following
dispersion classes:

cutoff «ymx.0 and mx /mz.0,

anticutoff «ymx,0 and mx /mz,0.

A cutoff medium supports propagating solutions forkx

,kc , and evanescent solutions forkx.kc . Examples of this
medium class include free space, and any medium wit«
and m tensors both positive or both negative definite. A
anticutoff medium requires indefinite material property te
sors, characterized by single sheeted hyperbolic dispersio14

The anticutoff medium supports propagating solutions f
kx.kc , and evanescent solutions forkx,kc . Figure 2 shows
both classes of dispersion, for several different values of
cutoff wave vector,kc .

Each of the dispersion classes,cutoff andanticutoff, can
be further categorized into two subtypes, distinguished
the directions of the group velocity. The group veloc
which is the gradient of the dispersion relation,vg

[“kv(k), must lie normal to the dispersion relation’s co
stant frequency surfaces. One can switch types by nega
both them and« tensors.

To describe the material properties of the layered filt
introduced here, we find it convenient to define the followi
two basis matrices:
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s05S 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
D , s15S 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 21
D . ~4!

The first is the identity matrix and the second is an indefin
matrix, both of which are isotropic in thex–y plane. Though
the discussion of dispersion above employed a specific
larization orientation—with anx–z plane of incidence—the
devices discussed here will work equally well with any–z
plane of incidence, or any angle in between.

Low-pass filtering only requires isotropic media. Th
material properties of the two layers of thecompensating
bilayer are written explicitly in terms of the cutoff wav
vector,kc .

«15m15
kc

k0
s01 igs0

and

«25m252
kc

k0
s01 igs0 . ~5!

g!1 is the parameter that introduces absorptive loss.
cutoff, kc , determines the upper limit of the pass band. N
that «5m for both layers, so this device will be polarizatio
independent. Adjusting the loss parameter,g, and the layer
thickness controls the filter roll off characteristics.

High-pass filtering requires indefinite material prope
tensors:

«15m25
kc

k0
s11 igs0

and

«25m152
kc

k0
s11 igs0 . ~6!

Here, the cutoff wave vector,kc , determines the lower limit
of the pass band. With«'2m for both layers, this device
will be externallypolarization independent.

The transmission coefficient,t, and the reflection coef-
ficient, r, can be calculated using standard transfer ma
techniques. We show these coefficients for several low-,
high-pass filters with various cutoffs in the free-space pro
gating range,kc,k0 , Fig. 3~a!, and in range beyond cutoff
kc.k0 , Fig. 3~b!. The independent variable is given as
angle,u5sin21(kx /k0), in Fig 3~a!, since in this range the

FIG. 2. Dispersion curves for~a! cutoffand~b! anticutoffmedia for several
different values of the cutoff,kc . Solid lines indicate real valuedkz , and
dashed lines indicate inaginary values. A wave vector,k, is shown, and both
possible group velocity directions associated with that wave vector.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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incident plane waves propagate in real directions. For in
dent propagating waves,kx /k0,1 and 0,u,p/2, the re-
flection and transmission coefficients must, and do ob
uru21utu2<1, to conserve energy. Incident evanesc
waves,kx /k0.1 do not transport energy, so no such restr
tion applies.

Figure 4 shows the field intensity pattern for seve
Gaussian beams incident on a band pass filter with cutoff
the propagating range. This multilayer structure transm
beams that are in a midangle range and reflects beams
are small and large angle incident. This device is unusua
two ways. Standard materials cannot reflect normally in
dent beams and transmit higher angle ones. Also, thoug
upper critical angle is not unusual, it can only occur whe
beam is incident from a higher-index media to a lower-ind
media, and not for a beam incident from free space, as it i
Fig. 4. The action of the compensating layers also permi
greater transmittance with less distortion than is poss
with any single layer of normal materials.

FIG. 3. Reflection and transmission coefficients vs transverse wave v
for low- and high-pass filters. In~a!, the filter band edges are below th
free-space cutoff,k0 . The values foruc[sin21(kc /k0) are p/12, p/6, p/4,
p/3 and 5p/12 from solid to shortest dashed lines, respectively,k0d54p
except foruc[p/12 wherek0d56p. In ~b!, the filter band edges are at o
above the free space cutoff,k0 . The values forkc /k0 are 1,2,5,10,20 from
solid to shortest dashed lines respectively,kcd54p. For all filters, g
50.01.
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We have shown how media with negative electroma
netic property tensor elements can be used to construct h
low-, and bandpass spatial filters with cutoffs tunable b
above and below the free-space cutoff wave vector. The
field filters are particularly flexible and can be used either
transmission or reflection.
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FIG. 4. Reflection and transmission of Gaussian beams incident on a b
pass filter. The bandpass filter hasuc524° and 58°,kcd54p, and g
50.01. The beams have width 10l0 and incident angles 9°~squares!,
34°~stars!, and 69°~circles!. The scale on the transmission side is com
pressed to compensate for the attenuation of the beam.
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